Boys Will Be Boys
© Debi Montgomery
Clue 1
Oh this is going to be too much fun to keep to ourselves! We have to share this one with
everyone… but, BOYS WILL BE BOYS! Am I right here?? This quilt was designed on point. I
know some don’t like to create “on-point” quilts, but I also designed this “straight” and it loses
that “cheeky, game playing” feeling about it. Only one block for this clue. We need 14 if you’re
creating the rectangle and 16 if you are creating the square, which I am. You can work on
these throughout the mystery, but you will need to have them nished before we can lay it out.
The rectangle requirements will be in (). Please check the charts twice and cut ONCE!! ~ I
speak from experience, insert embarrassed face here.
Let’s jump in a play a while!
BACKGROUND-NEUTRAL and
BACKGROUND-LIGHT/MEDIUM

12” blocks

3-1/2” WOF strips

4-5 (4)

Sub-cut to 3-1/2” squares

16 (14) each fabric

AND 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” rectangles

16 (14) each fabric

15” blocks

4-1/4” WOF strips

5 (4-5)

Sub-cut to 4-1/4” squares

16 (14) each fabric

AND 4-1/4” x 8” rectangles

16 (14) each fabric

BACKGROUND-MEDIUM/DARK

12” blocks

3-1/2” WOF strips

10 (9)

Sub-cut to 3-1/2” squares

32 (28) each fabric

AND 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” rectangles

32 (28) each fabric

15” blocks

4-1/4” WOF strips

10 (9-10)

Sub-cut to 4-1/4” squares

32 (28) each fabric

AND 4-1/4” x 8” rectangles

32 (28) each fabric
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ACCENT

12” blocks

6-1/2” WOF strips

3 (3)

Sub-cut to 6-1/2” squares

16 (14)

15” blocks

8” WOF strips

4 (3)

Sub-cut to 8” squares

16 (14)

These blocks are VERY easy to assemble. Here are the pics, I assembled them one half at a
time then stitched the halves together.
Totally deconstructed:

Halves complete:
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Complete, you should have 14 or 16 of these
depending on the shape you chose. These
should be pressed in the easiest most at way
possible. They need to measure 12-1/2” OR
15’1/2” now.
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